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penitentiaries and Americans generally believed that the national government should be restrained in criminal matters. But Confederate political and military officials eschewed antebellum disdain for institutions of confinement. They instead believed that military prisons should punish enemies, suppress dissent, and promote Confederate ideology. 3 Confederate military officials used Castle Thunder to create a gendered defini- tion of nationalism, exalted its commanders as prime examples of southern manhood, and castigated white male and female inmates as deviants whose recalcitrant gendered behavior threatened the cause. Prison officials exercised paternalism by using imprisonment to supervise civilians who betrayed the cause. Meanwhile, journalists crafted messages about prison officers and inmates that showed the southern public how to behave. Confederate officials like Castle Thunder commandant George Alexander and Richmond's Provost Marshal John Winder used the prison to imbue gendered behavior with meaning, and the Richmond press helped southern civilians envision how proper southern men and women should support the national project. 4 Castle Thunder's history points to how the Civil War disrupted gender norms and exacerbated social anxieties, which Winder and Alexander corrected and controlled through imprisonment. They used the prison to guard white women in the absence of men, reprimand women who exhibited masculine behavior, and judge how men should balance their duties as heads of household with their obligations to defend the state. Castle Thunder provided a concrete reminder that southern nationalism required proper male and female behavior and that defiance warranted imprisonment.5 The Confederacy's gendered version of nationalism remained engrained in southerners after war's end. In postwar Richmond, Union victors maintained the prison for several months to bring order to the city, but southern inmates petitioned for release based on gender expectations that the vanquished Confederates promoted throughout the war.
Many Castle Thunder inmates illuminate a paradox in gender dynamics that disturbed the southern social order, as many white and lower-class women assumed traditionally male roles, and imprisonment either emasculated men, or restrained hypermasculine enemies. White southerners had long prided themselves on maintaining a stable gender consensus in their slaveholding society. Under this construct, patriarchal white male heads of household wielded authority over dependents-wives, children, and slaves-and patriarchal power guided social, political, and economic relationships beyond the home. War, however, inspired Confederate officials to scrutinize the behavior of a wide range of "suspicious" characters of both genders, ultimately revealing that the South's longstanding gender conventions did not command the loyalty necessary to sustain the war effort. Lower-class men and, perhaps more importantly, women who defied gender conventions rejected antebellum norms and took advantage of war's chaos to create new opportunities. Conservative officials, like Winder and Alexander, made themselves the arbiters of female virtue and male honor to a degree unheard of in the antebellum period and used Castle Thunder to force compliance with Confederate nationalism, which depended on perpetuating the familiar, patriarchal social order.6 Male heads of 5. Criminologist James W. Messerschmidt contends that men control the economic, religious, political, and military institutions of social authority and coercion, since they dominate the decision-making processes and enforcement of legal decisions. Men therefore are in the best position to dictate acceptable masculine behaviors in locations such as prisons. household, elites and yeomen alike, upheld patriarchy in the antebellum period. But, as citizen-soldiers flooded the ranks and especially as conscription forced lower-class men into the army, the state guided dependents through imprisonment. Winder and Alexander specifically used the prison to enforce preconceived notions of acceptable gender behavior, maintain their own power, and attempt to sustain the Confederate cause.7
Castle Thunder became a location where inmates vied with Alexander, Winder, and other Confederate officials for control over the meaning of masculinity and femininity during a war where individual loyalty invited intense scrutiny.8 Winder and Alexander believed that maintaining antebellum gender norms, where men exercised dominance, sobriety, and restraint as patriarchal providers and women remained subordinate and domestic, was crucial to southern nationalism.9 But they could not compel obedience, much less guarantee widespread complicity with their vision. Since inmates faced the prospect of rotting behind bars, many wayward men and women recognized that reclaiming familiar norms was their best hope not just for freedom, but also for redemption of personal character and proof of loyalty.
This 9. In his chapter "The Ideal Husband as Depicted in the Nineteenth-Century Marriage Manual, " Michael Gordon emphasizes that American men were to exhibit dominance, demonstrate sobriety and restraint in action, and prove their ability to provide for their family. Charles E. Rosenberg's essay "Sexuality, Class, and Race in Nineteenth-Century America" reveals tensions between ideal and actual gender behavior. He contends that such prescriptions "constitute a parameter which helps define the nature and the context of deviance. " See Gordon, "The Ideal Husband as Depicted in the Nineteenth-Century Marriage Manual, " and Rosenberg, "Sexuality, Class, and Race in Nineteenth-Century America, " both in The American Man, ed. Elizabeth H. Pleck and Joseph H. Pleck (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1980), 223. took interest in events that unfolded in Richmond and undoubtedly learned from Castle Thunder, but the focus remains on this prison.10 This reconsideration of Castle Thunder as a gendered institution analyzes how state officials and incarcerated civilians behaved as "male" and "female" in the context of the war.
Men and women had specific roles that upheld the antebellum slaveholding order. Southern political elites believed these roles would seamlessly flow into wartime and, as Michael Bernath has noted, perfect the new slave republic.11 Throughout the antebellum period, white men enjoyed the full rights of citizenship. White women remained relegated to the private sphere under the legal power of their husbands, leaving the state little reason to consider them except for taxation and political representation. Male hegemony, patriarchy, and the subordination of women provided the social and cultural basis for the Confederate experiment.12 But wartime also presented previously sequestered women with the opportunity to engage in new behaviors.
After the guns of war sounded, many women found themselves without male supervision, either in their hometowns or on faraway roads as refugees. Women blurred the lines between the public and domestic spheres by rioting for food and petitioning government officials for aid, often on behalf of male relatives in the military.13 This unruly behavior, especially from lower-class women, threatened the underlying social structure. Before the war there was little reason to pay attention to the occasional aberrant woman. The Confederate experiment, 10. J. Cutler Andrews notes that with five daily newspapers, Richmond was the hub of the Confederate news enterprise, and he contends that these papers exerted influence over the press in other states. J. however, depended on the cooperation of all white southerners and left political and military officials scrambling to reassert control over miscreants.14 Winder and Alexander used Castle Thunder to demonstrate proper and improper behavior, and the Richmond press publicized these "guidelines, " often describing what men and women should not do, instead of reinforcing positive patriotic behavior. Richmond's newspapers emphasized that Confederate patriotism and the cause depended largely on men and women of good character, as had life in the Old South.15 The goal was to provide nationalistic prescriptions for men and women outside of the political realm to follow. Political and military officials wanted civilians to support the cause by maintaining cultural consistency through support of slavery and by exercising deference to white male authority, especially political and military officials.
The South's social and educational structure reinforced women's subordination and emphasized hegemonic male power.16 Throughout the 1840s and 1850s, the women's rights movement grew in the North, especially in New England. This push for rights, while not completely absent in the South, struggled as antebellum southerners prided themselves on maintaining conservative gender roles.17 For example, Confederate soldier and writer T. C. DeLeon noted that southern women married younger than those in "colder states" and stated that female education put southern women behind in "self-reliance and aplomb, " sanctioning the importance 14. Victoria Bynum discusses three types of unruly women, the third of which is most relevant to this study. Those women implicitly or explicitly defied the authority of the Confederate state. Bynum contends that unruly women threatened the social order, since its maintenance demanded cooperation of all women and that the inability of Confederate officials to gain adequate control over its lower orders foreshadowed the failure of southern nationalism. Unruly men also posed significant concerns. During the war, many elite white southern men and women became even more insistent on the benefits of female dependence. Upper-class women believed it entitled them to a life of luxury and social status conferred through their husbands. These women set the precedent that all women should embrace submission to their husbands and model moral behavior, keeping their politics silent and avoiding crime.19 Southern women unquestionably acted politically during the antebellum period, but those who did so were out of place. If a woman strayed from her prescribed role, it was impossible for her to salvage her reputation. Polite society-and even male criminals-condemned female criminals as worse than males, since crime contradicted women's natural moral character. 20 Antebellum southerners were not accustomed to dealing with criminal white women, since they were a rarity in southern prisons: Edward Ayers has noted that there were seldom more than one or two white women per year in southern penitentiaries before the Civil War.21 Richmond's journalists boasted this fact: in October 1853, the Examiner noted that 264 convicts languished in the state penitentiary and there was not a single white female among them, earning women the right to brag that they were "264 times better than the males, " since state laws governed both men and women. This trend remained constant in Virginia, with the state penitentiary housing a high of just three white women in 1857.22
Female criminals shocked the public, but male criminals were less surprising. Men were deemed more adventurous since they participated in the public, often chaotic, world of politics and work. The male spirit sometimes prompted aggressiveness, which could lead to crime. All was not lost for criminal men, however. Once incarcerated, the possibility remained that the masculine trait of reason would guide men to reform as they worked through the penitentiary program of silence, regimented labor, and religious instruction. 23 These beliefs about criminal men and women remained during the Civil War. The only difference was that the number of incarcerated women rose, as did belief in the incorrigibility of female criminals. Crime was problematic in the antebellum period, but the Civil War compounded it. When war broke out, opportunities for bad behavior abounded, and Confederate officials monitored personal behavior which resulted in an increase of male and female prisoners. Many women languished in Castle Thunder as imprisonment reprimanded displays of "female masculinity" and emphasized conformity with accepted antebellum gender norms. 24 To keep order amid the chaos of war in Richmond, the local press urged women to continue their traditional moral and domestic roles, believed that men should gallantly defend the Confederacy, and stressed the importance of reducing crime, including both treason and common infractions like stealing. Richmond's newspapers wholeheartedly supported the southern cause, if not its leadership.25 But even if journalists faulted Confederate officials, they championed a nation based on traditional gender behavior. Soldiers fought to defend their homes, property, country, and family, especially women. Women, in turn, sacrificed their men-sons, brothers, fathers, and husbands-for the Confederate cause. As the assumption went, southern white men and women should have made these sacrifices willingly and should have continued to do so throughout the war.26
Castle Thunder exposed the fault lines of Confederate nationalism shortly after its establishment in 1862. Confederate authorities commandeered Gleanor's Tobacco Factory, Whitlock's Warehouse, and Palmer's Factory for the prison, and these buildings quickly became a melting pot of dissenters that confined men, women, blacks, and whites-what many believed were the "very worst scum" of the South.27 Offenders ranged from political prisoners, Union and Confederate deserters, enemy prisoners of war, and criminals from all over the Confederacy.28 After Confederate president Jefferson Davis declared martial law in Richmond on March 1, 1862, and suspended civil jurisdiction and the writ of habeas corpus, the city overflowed with political prisoners.29 Confederate deserters and political prisoners occupied the Gleanor building, which had an estimated capacity of 650. Whitlock's Warehouse, which could hold up to 350 inmates, confined black men and white women. Palmer's Factory, with its estimated capacity of 400, detained deserters and, later, federal prisoners of war. Confederate officials actively pursued any man or woman who potentially threatened the South, so Castle Thunder quickly exceeded its capacity of 1,400.30
Capt. George Alexander was Castle Thunder's most notorious commandant. General Winder appointed Alexander on October 27, 1862, and he commanded the prison until February 1864. Alexander was a polarizing, national figure-he demonstrated that southern chivalry did not exclude violence and indicated that exerting force to support the Confederacy was acceptable for and limited to men.31 A few months prior to Alexander's appointment, the Richmond Enquirer hailed him as the masculine ideal by when they described him as "not only one of the most gallant, but one of the handsomest men in the Confederacy. "32 Alexander's reputation permeated the prison walls, and he either encouraged obedience to southern norms by example or coerced it through fear.
Alexander's cruelty toward male inmates exceeded his good looks, and the prison consequently earned a reputation for brutality. One inmate noted that prisoners were in "constant dread" of Alexander's "caprices and cruelty. "33 Simi- The investigation's implications were enormous. Southerners' suspicions of imprisonment and centralized power dated back to the antebellum period and carried over into wartime.36 Many doubtless agreed with the Raleigh Weekly Standard's January 1863 condemnation of Richmond politicians as "Destructive leaders, " since their relentless pursuit of suspicious persons threatened individual liberty. "God pity the poor creature who falls into the hands of these men, " the Weekly Standard moaned, "and is thrust, on mere suspicion, into Castle Thunder. "37 Suspicion ran in two directions-Confederate authorities concerned themselves with keeping order, while many civilians remained skeptical of this power. Congress, however, could not afford to rule against Alexander amid such opposition to imprisonment. If they condemned Alexander, it would sanction competing versions of nationalism and preclude the possibility of using Castle Thunder to define proper behavior.
Testimony from prison inmates and officials indicates how Alexander used violence to create a hierarchy of masculinity to control the harsh prison environment.38 Male inmates detested Alexander and his favoritism toward certain inmates, but the House committee depicted him as a gentleman, and considered his disciplinary techniques legitimate and necessary. Confederate commissioner William F. Watson sanctioned Alexander's management, since an authoritative figure was needed to control such a "hard crowd" of inmates. Watson concluded that "mild men are not always best for such posts" and that "a little blending of the severe" facilitated order. Alexander frequently whipped prisoners, but Thomas Turner, commandant of Richmond's Libby Prison, testified that Alexander never forgot his manners in the aftermath. Turner recalled that after whipping three inmates, Alexander "congratulated the prisoners on the manliness that they exhibited and [said that] he was sorry the necessity for the inflictment of such 34 and brutal as a pirate, " flogged black inmates, tied up inmates by the thumbs, and bucked and gagged others. Judging from this testimony, Alexander both embraced and distanced himself from violence to dominate male and female inmates. 42 Inmate Charlotte Gilman's testimony follows suit. She asserted that female inmates "spoke of Captain Alexander in the highest of terms" and that "all like him, " substantiating the notion that Alexander played the gentleman to manage women while subjugating male inmates through violence.43 Alexander ultimately got away with his carousing and use of the whip. The investigative committee concluded that he instilled excellent discipline and administered whippings prudently, and the press breathed a sigh of relief. The Richmond Sentinel supported the ruling: "We are truly glad that the charges have proved without foundation. "44 This acquittal meant that Castle Thunder and Alexander were, and would continue to be, models of proper behavior, given the stamp of approval from the press and the national government.
The congressional investigation offered additional lessons in proper behavior through examination of other officials, like prison detective John Caphart. The investigative committee challenged Caphart's reputation, but this examination also reveals how the expectation that men be benevolent patriarchs carried into wartime and could redeem a man's character. Four Confederate prison detectives and one inmate testified that Caphart was "rather rough, " became "gratified at the chastisement of a soldier, " grew "callous and unfeeling" because of his post, and was "no gentleman. " Detectives also testified that he was a "harsh and cruel" man who pushed and shoved inmates about "as though they were Negroes. " The racial dimension of punishment was apparent here, too, evoking images of "benevolent" white masters beating slaves. But masters justified their actions: they provided shelter, food, and clothing to their bondservants. Alexander defended Caphart in similar vein. To counter accusations of cruelty, Alexander asked one detective if Caphart was "a kind husband and father. " The man testifying was unable to answer 42. In response to Demetriou's critique, Connell and Messerschmidt reconceptualize the theory of hegemonic masculinity, contending that masculinity represents "the way that men position themselves through discursive practices, " since men can "adopt hegemonic masculinity when it is desirable" but can "distance themselves strategically from hegemonic masculinity at other moments. " "Hegemonic Masculinity: Rethinking the Concept, " 44. According to Sandra Parker in Richmond's Civil War Prisons, "majority opinion commended Captain Alexander for his management of Castle Thunder and the excellent discipline he maintained. While the use of the whip was condemned, the majority felt that it served a worthwhile purpose when employed prudently" (33). this question, but Alexander's inquiry suggests that Caphart's reputation could be salvaged if he conformed to the expectation that men should both provide for and punish dependents. 45 Richmond journalists continued to defend Caphart in like manner after his death in November 1864. The Richmond Whig and Sentinel both praised Caphart as the "patriarch" of Castle Thunder and trumpeted his reputation as a "widely known, much esteemed [and] 
While on trial, Alexander used paternalism in self-defense. He specifically targeted white women-northern or southern-who lacked male guidance. In one instance, he emphasized that he supplied many "poor women" with "milk obtained at the Castle" to alleviate suffering. purchase any desired items and that their rations were better in quality and quantity than those issued to soldiers in the field.48 Nothing but Alexander's good will facilitated these prime examples of benevolent paternalism. But this "benevolent paternalism, " like that which governed slavery, had a sinister side, allowing white men to mask unidirectional control under the guise of humane care.
Among the wayward women under prison officials' care was an unnamed German, whom the Richmond Dispatch reported had wandered from Pennsylvania to Gordonsville in August 1862. Gordonsville provost marshal Cornelius Boyle sent the woman to Castle Thunder, and the Dispatch considered this fortunate for her and for the Confederacy. Prison officials needed to provide the woman with "guidance, " since she "could not speak a word of English" and was therefore helpless. But the Confederacy, ironically, needed protection from this "harmless" woman, who had a pass from Adolph von Steinwehr, himself a German and adjutant to Maj. Gen. John Pope, whose Union troops were active in Northern Virginia.49 Xenophobia likely drove authorities' suspicion, given the South's mistrust of foreigners and the region's marginal immigrant population.50 The pretext of the German woman's incarceration was that she was an alien in a strange land and needed care, but the subtext reveals that Boyle feared that she could undermine the cause.
Another woman under Alexander's watchful eye was Sarah Fang, an inebriate who failed as both a mother and a woman. On December 19, 1862, the Richmond Dispatch reported that Fang, heavily intoxicated, wandered the city streets, with her baby in her arms, looking for lodging. When she reached Eighteenth Street, the people with whom she sought refuge sent her away, after which she wandered off the dock. Castle Thunder officials heard the splash and rushed to save Fang and her child from drowning. They could not save the baby but determined that Fang would benefit from a stay at the Castle, which would punish her crime and allow her to sober up. This article's depiction of Castle Thunder's unnamed officials as heroes who stood ready to correct fallen women is compelling, but the fact that they 48 52. In Declarations of Dependence, Greg Downs notes that dependence existed under private relationships, as in the marital relationship, prior to the Civil War. But as husbands and fathers were drafted into the army, "the wives seemed suddenly to make those previously private needs public responsibility. " Here, Confederate authorities used Castle Thunder to "shelter" dependent women (4).
53. Philadelphia Ledger, July 10, 1863, reprinted in the New York Times, July 14, 1863, 2. Judith Giesberg notes in Army at Home that hospitals, jails, asylums, and poorhouses became waystations for refugees (54-55).
54. In Vengeance and Justice, Edward Ayers contends that the antebellum South's honor system "offered women nothing except prestige by association with a male relative. " With male relatives absent, women often fell from grace and needed the state to ensure virtue (29). In Unruly Women, Victoria Bynum offers a similar analysis in her discussion of poor white and free black women; she posits, "lacking identification with a powerful class of white males either as wives or slaves, they posed a potential threat to the social harmony of a community" and therefore "the state assumed the role of patriarch in the lives of such women" (57 state, which was portrayed as feminine, and guard their daughters, sisters, and wives against Yankee invaders.57 Ironically, as the camp followers demonstrate, southern men also needed to protect the state and its defenders from women, and officials imprisoned those who broke the mold of domesticity.
Women who donned soldiers' trappings and enlisted violated gender norms by assuming masculine identity. Masquerading female soldiers often wound up in Castle Thunder. Prison officials reprimanded their challenge to gender norms, but Richmond's journalists sometimes approved of their actions, if not their charade, revealing that the social order was in flux.58 Patriotic women were necessary, but their expressions of patriotism required careful monitoring.
Some women believed they could overcome the "misfortune" of their sex by changing their clothes.59 A case in point was Loreta Janeta Velazquez, also known as Lt. Harry T. Buford. By the time Confederate authorities detained her in Richmond in July 1863, Velazquez was no stranger to imprisonment. Union officials had first captured her in New Orleans shortly after the fall of Fort Donelson in early 1862, and charged her as a spy. Consequently, many southerners knew of Velazquez's exploits and were on the lookout for her, despite her defense of the South. Velazquez wound up in Richmond after her release from prison in New Orleans, and her reputation followed her-she "almost immediately" elicited General Winder's suspicion. She kept her male costume, but her "feminine ways" blew her cover. Confederate authorities charged her with "being a woman in disguise, and a supposed Federal spy" and locked her in Castle Thunder.60 Certainly, Winder thought, a woman in pants was up to no good.
While Velazquez sat in Castle Thunder, Winder, Commandant Alexander, and the Richmond press offered conflicting interpretations of her male disguise. Velazquez noted that Alexander took interest in her case, believing she intended to aid the Confederacy. Regardless, Alexander rejected the masquerade and told 57. McCurry, Confederate Reckoning, 25. 58. Joan Scott notes, in Gender and the Politics of History, that Natalie Davis suggested historians should seek to understand "the range in sex roles and in sexual symbolism in different societies and periods, to find out what meaning they had and how they functioned to maintain the social order or to promote its change. " The discrepancy between Confederate officials' interpretations of female soldiers and those of journalists provide a good example of a society very much in transition in terms of acceptable female behavior (29 Velazquez that her behavior was out of place. He wanted her to work for Provost Marshal Winder's secret service corps, but stressed that she first needed to "resume the proper costume" of her sex. Alexander released Velazquez and employed her in Winder's corps, but she ignored Alexander's warning. Clad in pants, she set out for North Carolina on a mission that Winder designed as a trap to punish her feigned masculinity.61 He believed Velazquez could help the South but remained adamant that she did so within the confines of womanhood.
The press put a different spin on the case. Like Alexander and Winder, journalists condemned Velazquez's ruse as reprehensible; however, they admired her patriotism. After Alexander released her, journalists commented not only on her dress but also on her class, noting that she had enjoyed significant privilege for quite some time. The Examiner reported that Velazquez was "wealthy" before the war, boasting an annual income of $20,000. Control of such assets indicated unusual power, especially since, as the paper noted, the money was hers-not her husband's. Velazquez never conformed to gender conventions, so it is not surprising, as the Examiner reported, that she spent her money "getting medicines for the Confederate government" and that she wielded a musket in "several battles. "62 While Winder and Alexander tried to force Velazquez to reclaim her femininity, journalists suggested that she never possessed it and was perhaps better suited to masculine endeavors.
Velazquez rejected the dictates of proper womanhood, but the press praised how she, in false persona, aided the Confederacy. Velazquez's male disguise shocked journalists, but they believed she succeeded in both her alter ego and her mission. As Velazquez headed south on July 17, 1863, the Richmond Sentinel announced that "Lieutenant Buford" would return to the fray following a sentence at Castle Thunder. The paper acknowledged that Velazquez suffered imprisonment for dressing in men's apparel and impersonating an officer but sanctioned her persona. Southern journalists considered female soldiers on a case-by-case basis, and favored those who took up arms early in the war, followed lovers into battle, or, as Velazquez, were wounded under fire.63
Journalists accepted Velazquez's male persona, so imprisonment did not tarnish her reputation in their eyes. The Sentinel heralded her battlefield performance at 61. According to Velazquez, Winder assigned a member of the North Carolina Militia to arrest her and frame her for disloyalty, but she outsmarted the ruse. Velazquez Shiloh, where she received a "dangerous wound, " and praised the "true southern feelings" that she illustrated in a "practical way" by serving the southern cause. The newspaper proclaimed that, given the opportunity, Velazquez would again prove her bravery under fire because of her relentless ambition to "distinguish herself in the sphere allotted to man. "64 This comment may have been somewhat sarcastic, but the fact that the Sentinel spoke of Velazquez in masculine terms indicated that it no longer judged her solely according to womanhood. Her patriotic, albeit unruly, actions nullified her femininity and validated her masculine identity.65
The Richmond press embraced some women, like Velazquez, but scorned others, like Mary and Mollie Bell. In so doing, the journalists instructed women on how not to support the Confederacy. In October 1864, the Richmond Whig detailed the capture of the Bells, aliases Tom Parker and Bob Morgan, who served two years with Confederate general Jubal Early. While Mary "looked every inch a snug little soldier boy, " Mollie failed to make "such a favorable impression. " The paper estimated that the women succeeded in "killing more than a dozen Yankees with their own guns" but echoed Winder's condemnation of Velazquez, concluding that the Bells deserved time in Castle Thunder for their chicanery. Female offenders thought incarceration was a harsh penalty for voluntary service, but southern officials believed soldiering was unacceptable for women, whose support was needed on the home front, encouraging men to fight.66
Joining the southern army was bad enough, but supporting the Union was beyond the pale. Richmond's journalists routinely scorned ne'er-do-wells and Yankee sympathizers, especially southern women pursuing Union soldiers.67 Confederate officials assumed the role of parent in determining acceptable suitors and ruled Yankee men off limits. In November 1864, the Richmond Sentinel reported that Confederate authorities sent Mary Jane Bayne, "a young woman of ill-fame hailing from North Carolina, " to Castle Thunder for being "a suspicious character. "68 Since the paper did not explain why Bayne was suspicious, readers, especially women, might easily have assumed that she had behaved immorally, perhaps as a prostitute. If, however, female readers picked up a copy of the Whig, they learned that Bayne was a unionist and her love betrayed southern patriotism. The Whig reported her confession that for approximately one year "she possessed as her paramour, a certain Yankee lieutenant stationed in Knoxville, Tennessee. "69 Confederate officials and the press politicized wartime romance and guided southern women to choose only southern men. Any other choice was treasonous and grounds for detention. The government did not guide the press, and the Whig often criticized the Davis administration, but both condemned private relationships that eroded southern unity.70 Southern journalists sometimes linked Yankee sympathizers' abilities to undermine the Confederate cause with the offenders' physical appearance-the ugliest women were the most dangerous.71 One good example was Richmond resident Mrs. Patterson Allen. The Raleigh (North Carolina) Register unsurprisingly condemned Allen, a Yankee by birth and education, since she aided the Union. Richmond resident Sally Brock weighed in on the case, noting that Allen, the wife of a "wealthy and respectable citizen, " used her status to spy on the Confederacy. Allan transmitted sensitive information that she gathered to the Reverend Morgan Dix, whose son was Union general John A. Dix. The Register screamed since Allen received a light sentence: confinement with the Sisters of Charity, instead of in Castle Thunder: she was a very cunning spy, and she should receive corporal punishment like a man. "Her sex ought not to protect her from just punishment, " the journalist bellowed, concluding, "We hope to hear that she has been hung. "72 Wealth and influence, however, worked in the woman's favor. Regarding Allen's case, the press and southern officials held opinions opposite those they'd held in Velazquez's. Now, the press demanded harsh condemnation, but Secretary of War James Seddon procured a light sentence: imprisonment with the nuns. Brock noted that this decision was offensive and unpopular, especially since Union officials inflicted "unwarrantable and lawless imprisonment" on suspected southern spies, like Rose O'Neal Greenhow. 74 In this instance, Brock and the Register demanded that Confederate officials retaliate for Federal treatment of a southern woman. Greenhow suffered in Washington's Old Capitol Prison from January to May 1862 since Union officials kept her under a "guard of six men" in "close confinement" and forbade her from communicating with anyone.75 Confederate authorities' decision to afford Allen mild treatment perplexed Brock and southern journalists, but they were likely pleased with the imprisonment of Dr. Mary Walker, a powerful figure whom the press judged as anything but feminine.
Journalists frequently targeted Walker, who assumed the masculine role of physician and donned men's clothing to aid Union soldiers.76 Walker, an army physician, was doubly offensive in light of the shortage of female nurses in the South. This dearth was in part because many elite southern women believed nursing was incompatible with womanhood, since it meant seeing death firsthand and risking disease.77 Walker, however, stepped right into the fray-even wearing pants, an appalling example of the dangers of northern feminism. She lived in the male world of the army and routinely saw shattered limbs, gruesome deaths, and uncovered male bodies. Her service was too much for the Richmond press to bear, and their coverage of her case sent clear messages about proper southern womanhood.
Confederate soldiers captured Walker in Georgia in April 1864, when she was an assistant surgeon in the Army of the Cumberland. Southern papers ridiculed her as an anomaly who "was riding a man's saddle, with one foot in each stirrup" when arrested.78 Walker reached Richmond still in male attire, created quite a stir among civilians, and elicited scorn from the local press. Both the Sentinel and Whig mocked her, reporting that she, dressed "in full male costume" was "quite ugly" and attracted hordes of "Negroes and boys" that formed her "volunteer escort to Castle Thunder. " The Whig marveled at Walker's masculine appearance, stating that her "Gipsy hat" was her only item of clothing that "might be construed as announcing her sex. "79 Journalists characterized Walker's gender as unrecognizable even before she reached prison, and her behavior in prison was unbecoming of a lady. In fact, it was worse than expected from male inmates.
Walker's actions in prison can be interpreted in a few different ways. In her study of nineteenth-century female inmates, L. Mara Dodge writes that incarcerated women knew, and deliberately exploited, the fact that their presence was disruptive by antagonizing prison officials.80 Walker recognized she had celebrity status in the Confederacy because of her role with the Union army, so she might have intentionally irritated prison keepers. Even Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper of New York reported that she bore imprisonment "like a man, " since she instructed her mother not to grieve her. This editorial suggested she could take care of herself, a task of which women were assumed incapable.81 Walker's independence and her professional accomplishments indeed clashed with southern norms and defied the Confederate cause, so she had to be stopped.
This leads to another interpretation of Walker's behavior. In the antebellum period, female penitentiary inmates rarely had matrons to provide oversight, thus they frequently misbehaved, often through physical fights. Even noted reformer Dorothea Dix, on her tour of state penitentiaries in the 1840s, observed that female inmates "frequently exercised their evil gifts on each other" in the absence of a matron.82 According to the Richmond press, Walker's unruly behavior negated her femininity, and journalists derided her to discourage southern women from assuming masculine roles. Journalists delighted in Walker's demise as captivity drove her insane. The Examiner commented that imprisonment angered "Miss Doctress, Miscegenation, Philosophical Walker, " causing her to beat up fellow female inmates. Walker allegedly "pitched into several of her room-mates in long clothes, and tore out hand fulls of auburn hair from the head of one of them. " Afterward, Walker "proclaimed secession, and went into another apartment, where she is now lady and lioness of all she surveys. "83 The moral of the story was that defying both southern gender norms and the cause caused insanity. This burst of violence, however, contrasted with the appeal to womanhood that Walker allegedly used in a plea for release.
According to Richmond papers, instead of withstanding imprisonment Walker begged for early release.84 The Whig reported that she detested confinement: "The disgusting production of Yankee land" repeatedly petitioned Provost Marshal Winder.85 The Enquirer chimed in that she did not mind "if she sinks the Doc or [appears] in the woman" to get out of the Castle, indicating that prison inspired reform-a feat of which only male inmates were assumed capable. Walker was masculine enough to reform and reclaim her gender identity, but this change was fleeting. This editorial's subsequent characterization of Walker as a "sensible female" because of her willingness to jettison her male costume in return for freedom marks the first instance where the Richmond press described her as feminine.86 A month later, however, she vacillated on reclaiming womanhood, and the Examiner resumed degrading her. Journalists noted that she was willing to "waive all title and stand upon the dignity of her sex" to secure release but asserted that Walker would "never, never give up pantalettes, " opting to "die in prison first. "87 Walker never fully conformed to southern expectations of feminine behavior-nor did she want to-so the press mocked her. Ultimately, Richmond journalists were After causing so much trouble, Lawton made a strong appeal to the South's accepted gender order. She told Davis she was a "poor, weak woman whose future looks, oh, so cheerless" and argued for freedom since she was "a South adoring woman. " In a great, self-serving turn of events, Lawton directly invoked her conformity with southern womanhood: "Does a mother harm her child, a child her mother? The South is my mother. I will not harm her. Her glory is my pride. I look to her like a bleeding bird for succor. I have suffered. . . . let me go home where I may seek some spot, and unnoticed pass the remainder of my dreary, dreary days. "89 Lawton's plea reveals her willingness to conform-at least on the surface-with prescribed gender roles to appease Confederate authorities. Her emphasis on her powerlessness appealed to officials' gentlemanly obligations toward weak and dependent women. Her tactic succeeded, and authorities freed her about a year after her "husband's" hanging. 90 Many of Castle Thunder's male inmates, like their female counterparts, also used markedly gendered appeals in pleas for release, which invoked manhood, honor, and their duty as family providers. While many arrests were justified, numerous southern men believed they were wrongly imprisoned, as they tried to balance family devotion with civic duty. As the war dragged on, southern men commonly 91 found their obligation to the state at odds with family responsibilities and consequently faced imprisonment in Castle Thunder.91 War created a situation where men were no longer the masters of their own worlds. Political and military officials extended the state's paternalism to men, determining how they spent their time and directed their energies. Imprisonment emasculated men, stripped them of wives, children, and property, and left them at the mercy of Confederate officials for exoneration.92
Inmates' petitions reveal how men-presumably of the lower classes-vied with Confederate officials over how they could best defend the Confederacy. The case of John Raden and William Lintz provides a good example. In October 1863, Confederate soldiers arrested the men in East Tennessee, a heavily pro-Union area. They claimed they justifiably drew arms from the Federal government not to antagonize Confederate troops but to stop horse stealing, a rampant offense in the region. Southern soldiers, however, suspected treason, detained the men, and sent them to Richmond as political prisoners. In December, Sam Milligan, a neighbor of Raden and Lintz, wrote to Confederate secretary of war James Seddon on their behalf. Milligan claimed his neighbors innocent, declaring that they were "worthy gentlemen" of "character and moral worth. " He closed by assuring Seddon that his neighbors' practice of combating horse stealing "would be highly beneficial to the neighborhood in which they reside, " leaving it up to Seddon to judge the offenders' intentions.93 Maybe Raden and Lintz were up to no good, but perhaps Confederate officials failed to realize they could not police all areas of the South and needed willing civilians to assume this responsibility. The outcome of this case is unknown, but it demonstrates that southern officials coveted final authority over martial behavior at the expense of individuals' freedom.
Confederate officials also judged how men fulfilled their obligations as patriarchs. Civilians' concepts of family duty often clashed with the ideas of those in power. Inmates commonly petitioned officials to recognize their upstanding character, loyalty, and sacrifices. Castle Thunder inmate John W. Rider presented his case to the prison's commandant, William Richardson, on January 18, 1864. Confederate soldiers arrested Rider at his home in Battle County, Virginia, for failing to serve in the army. After he revealed that he possessed four discharges from physicians for "physical inability to serve in the C.S. army, " Rider's captors promised him release. But release never came, so Rider, either stretching the truth 94. John W. Rider to Capt. William Richardson, Jan. 18, 1864, C.S.A., Army, Department of Henrico. Chandra Manning argues that Confederate patriotism contained an inherent tension "between the needs and interests of the Confederacy, and the needs and interests of soldiers and their families. " Manning posits that "initially the tension remained latent, but as the needs of families increasingly conflicted with the demands of the Confederacy, strains became harder to ignore. " Rider's case provides a good example of this tension. What This Cruel War Was Over: Soldiers, Slavery, and the Civil War (New York: Vintage, 2007), 217. Similarly, in Blood Image, Paul Anderson contends that the "home stood as a profound symbol of patriarchy and protection" and that "to cow a man at his front door was to degrade him and his family in the most public way imaginable. " Anderson acknowledges that the war often required men to be away and that the Union army could shame southern manhood by overpowering women left behind. This act could render the same effect of undercutting southern manhood, since it stood as a public reminder that "the men could not protect their homes anyway" (179-80).
95. In his analysis of Confederate deserters in Declarations of Dependence, Greg Downs notes that deserters "placed their masculine obligation to their family above those to the state" (29).
96. Levi Bennett to Brig. Gen. J. H. Winder, Jan. 11, 1864, C.S.A., Army, Department of Henrico.
or honestly humiliated, insisted on his duty to defend his home and family in his plea. "I have a family of helpless little children at home who are motherless and can do the country far more good at home on my farm than anywhere else, " Rider pleaded, stressing that his homestead needed an adult male to fend off potential Yankee invaders.94 Rider's fate remains unknown, but others also employed the argument that the dictates of manhood required direct defense of dependents rather than joining the ranks, since physical disability precluded military service. Supporting family was of utmost importance to white southern men. This obligation placed Levi Bennett in an awkward dilemma and serves as another example of how war forced many men to choose either country or family.95 Bennett's petition to General Winder stated that his application for a position on a Confederate gunboat was rejected due to his being "very deaf." Bennett became a Union navy pilot on a boat running through the channel off the Virginia coast, since he had no other way to support dependents. Confederate soldiers captured Bennett and imprisoned him in Castle Thunder for disloyalty, just like Rider. Bennett argued that his duplicity resulted from physical disability, not conscious deceit. In self-defense, he told Winder that "circumstances compelled [him] to accept the situation" to support his wife and three small children. Despite Union service, he claimed, he was a loyal southerner and begged to go home to his family who were "much suffering" from his absence.96 In ordinary circumstances, Bennett's commitment to family and home would not have been questioned, but Confederate officials could not condone how it trumped loyalty to the cause. Their decision in the case remains unknown.
The case of John Carper also reveals the difficulty many southern soldiers faced in bridging the domestic and military worlds. If bad news about family members reached men at the front, they could not resist returning home to set things right, if home was nearby. In mid-1863, while camped with the Confederate army a short distance from his home, Private Carper left his post to nurse his "severely" ill wife. He allegedly intended to return to his command after tending to his wife, but Confederate soldiers arrested him as he made his way back to his regiment and locked him in Castle Thunder. This arrest is not surprising, since by 1863 Confederate authorities were on high alert for deserters and stragglers because of the Conscription Act.97 But the panicked Carper claimed his captors misunderstood him. In his petition to General Winder, he stressed his duty to support his wife since "there was no one then to officiate or help" her in his absence.98 Carper's wife may have needed physical support, but Confederate authorities judged his military oath more important. During war, the state came first, and Carper consequently suffered for what, in his view, was an attempt to fulfill both his domestic and military duties. His case, like Bennett's, reveals that many men cared little for the Confederate experiment when it interfered with beloved families.
Other inmates believed they had sacrificed enough for the southern cause. Some not only invoked dependents in pleas for release, they also cited prior military service and their sacrifice of sons to the Confederate Army. Authorities arrested Confederate chaplain John Castleman without charge in 1863 and sent him to Castle Thunder. The man pleaded to General Winder that he had two sons in the Confederate Army and had himself served but was "discharged on account of old age. " Similarly, Pvt. J. G. Goff petitioned that he volunteered in 1861, had "faithfully served the Confederacy, " and had a son who "went home but a short time ago with his right arm shot off."99 Castleman and Goff believed that they paid the price of loyalty through both individual sacrifice and by sacrificing dependents, and hoped to win officials' favor.
These petitions may have failed. But Confederate authorities seemed likely to release male inmates whom they deemed physically incapable of hindering the southern cause. The case of H. C. Spencer is a good example. Spencer was a resident of McNairy County, Tennessee, and he, like many in the state, was a unionist. Spencer took an oath of allegiance to the Union to get supplies and refused to Deserp, whose crime and race were unrecorded, begged for and secured release since her children were "suffering" in her absence. Another inmate, George Bray, whose offense was cutting a young boy with a knife, had his counsel argue for his freedom not only on the basis that the crime was accidental, but more so that Bray's parents were "respectable citizens" who had an excellent reputation in the community, an invocation of personal honor that was so important in the antebellum South.108
The southern postwar press even continued harping on Mary Walker's captivity and her fondness for male attire. On June 28, 1865, the Richmond Bulletin hinted that southerners' aversion to female imprisonment returned with the war's end, as it reminded readers of Walker's release from prison the previous year. Her freedom, the paper stated, was "much to the gratification of those who do not believe in the imprisonment of females except upon very aggravated charges. " The Bulletin did not belabor the criminality of Walker's medical service in the postwar climate, but the article lampooned her appearance as she strutted down Broad Street, drawing a crowd of women and men, clad in a blue coat, blue skirt, and "a pair of nicely sitting blue pants and gaiters. "109 Nothing could ever convince the southern press that a woman wearing pants was normal.
Castle Thunder's history reveals how Confederate officials used the prison to uphold gender expectations amid the chaos of war and to support a gendered version of nationalism. The Castle certainly punished prisoners of war and suspicious characters. But authorities also used it as a substitute for absent patriarchs, providing paternalistic care for abandoned women and ensuring that men and women conformed to proper notions of southern manhood and womanhood. The fate of the actual key to the Castle serves as a final reminder of paternalism. In May 1865, the original was sent to New York and auctioned off for the benefit of the orphans of Union volunteers, offering them temporary state assistance in the war's aftermath.110 Throughout its existence, Castle Thunder housed, and officials allegedly provided for, inmates destitute in knowledge of proper gender behavior. Funds raised from the key's raffle enabled the prison to supervise dependents even after its doors closed.
In September 1879, the New York Times reported that Castle Thunder, the "horrid den, " burned to the ground. The paper's reflections on the Castle and
